
Dengue fever (DF) is here to stay. The last 2 post-

monsoon epidemics assumed a frightening proportion in

Karachi as well as some other areas of the country. Over the

last few years Pakistan is also emerging as a region of

endemic Dengue activity, the endemicity having advanced

westward from India.1-3 The westward expansion of Dengue

endemicity is hardly surprising. The effect of global

warming, rapid urbanization, poor living conditions, intense

and prolonged monsoon and  frequent travel are all factors

conducive to the spread of mosquito vector driven

infections like DF. Dengue is perhaps the most rapidly

emerging infection in the world presently.4 WHO classifies

Dengue as a major international public health concern

because of the expanding geographic distribution of both

the virus and the mosquito, the increased frequency of

epidemics, co-circulation of multiple virus serotypes and

the occurrence of Dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF) and

Dengue shock syndrome (DSS) in new areas of the world.5

Aedes aegypti is a very effective vector as it is very

susceptible to the Dengue virus, feeds preferentially on

human blood  (humans are the main reservoir for dengue

virus) , is a daytime feeder with an imperceptible bite and is

easily disturbed, so that it may bite several humans in a

single blood  meal. This mosquito typically breeds in

relatively clean rain and stagnant water in scupper drains,

pots, buckets, tyres, cans and stagnant water in potted plants

and the trays underneath them. The ongoing infrastructure

development work in Karachi has led to large expanses of

dug up drains and roads which has allowed water to

accumulate for long periods of time after the monsoon rains.

This may well have contributed to the sudden surge in the

number of cases  of DF in  the past 2-3 years.  

Dengue virus constitutes the most common

flavivirus  infection the world over. There are an estimated

50-100 million infections and 200000 to 500000 cases of

DHF  per year through out  the world. The case fatality rate

of  DHF & DSS is around 5%.7 There are 4 serotypes and

one bout of infection confers immunity against the infective

serotype only with very little cross-immunity. Infact

infection with another serotype  the next time round may

well lead to DHF and DSS. Cross reactivity from a previous

infection leads to the formation of non neutralizing

antibodies which attack the new serotype infecting virus

and facilitates the uptake of virus by monocytes and

macrophages. This leads to amplification of inflammatory

cascade and complement activation, endothelial

dysfunction, platelet destruction and consumption of

coagulation factors thereby leading to the more serious

presentations of Dengue virus infection.7-9

The WHO classification system for evaluating

disease severity has been questioned by several authors and

has been found to poorly correlate with the assessment of

disease severity  by treating physicians using modified

criteria.10-15 Infection with dengue virus may lead to a

spectrum of illness ranging from trivial febrile illness to

"break bone fever" and to the more serious presentation of

DHF and DSS. Classic Dengue fever has an incubation

period of between 3 to 14 days and presents with sudden

onset of fever, headache, flushed facies, conjunctival

injection, lymphadenopathy, backache, severe malaise,

muscle pain, bone pain, nausea, vomiting and mild sore

throat . Patients are off food and may have a bad taste in

their mouth. Fever may last  for 2 to 7 days.  Some patients

may also have a transient rash or mottling of the skin and

may also experience skin itching.  There may be associated

mild skin haemorrhages, nose bleeds, heavy menstrual

period or gut bleeding. A fever that occurs in travellers 14

days after leaving an endemic area and which lasts more

than 10 days is unlikely to be Dengue virus infection.

DHF and DSS are relatively uncommon but

potentially fatal. DHF can occur in adults but it is primarily

a disease of children . During the initial acute febrile phase

it is difficult to distinguish DF from DHF or other acute

febrile illnesses in the tropical and subtropical areas, such as

malaria, typhoid fever, typhus, leptospirosis, measles,

rubella, EB virus infection, West Nile virus infection, SARS

and other acute febrile illnesses. A combination of low

platelet or WBC count and mildly raised ALT is highly

predictive of DF.16-18 At the critical time of defervescence

of fever signs of DSS or DHF may develop with significant

bleeding from multiple sites. Patients may have abdominal

pain and hypotension with shock. DSS is heralded by

capillary leaking presenting as pleural effusion, ascites and

peripheral oedema  and leads to sudden rise in haematocrit. 
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days after the onset of illness and may remain in positive for

3-6 months.  A negative initial  test does not exclude the

diagnosis in an appropriate clinical setting.  Dengue IgG

antibody becomes positive in 7-10 days and remains so for

life. In secondary infections levels of IgG antibody may rise

rapidly in the acute phase, whereas IgM antibody levels

may remain low or absent.19

There is no specific treatment for this self limiting

disease. Supportive care should be provided. Patients

should be well hydrated and those who cannot maintain an

adequate intake orally must be given intravenous fluids.

Platelets and fresh frozen plasma are only indicated in the

event of serious bleeding. Platelet infusions are usually only

required when the platelet count falls below 20,000/Cmm.

Aspirin , NSAIDS and antibiotics should be avoided. 

A high index of suspicion, clinical vigilance, daily

monitoring for haematocrit rise, falling  platelet count ,

DIC, coagulopathy and institution  of prompt supportive

care are life saving. In centres experienced in handling these

cases mortality has been reduced to 0.2% with the prompt

institution of appropriate supportive measures.6 Prevention

lies in vector control by  all possible means, primarily  by

measures which eliminate  breeding areas for Aedes

aegypti. Dengue patients should  be protected from further

mosquito bites to contain spread of infection. Protective

vaccine is elusive at present, but live attenuated, tetravalent

dengue vaccines have been shown to be immunogenic  and

safe and are undergoing further trials.20
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Developmental Dysplasia of the Hip (DDH) is a

clinical condition requiring specialized and dedicated

people for its treatment. The treating surgeon should

have a sound knowledge of the factors responsible for

normal growth, patho-anatomy, obstacles to reduction,

natural history of the disease and reasons for failure of

treatment before daring into treating DDH. The treatment

becomes more complex and challenging with increasing

age of the child.1

As the day and age of sub- and super-specialization

is dawning, the results of its treatment, especially in the

older children (walking age group) in the developed world

have improved considerably.2 Unfortunately, we, in

Pakistan do not have many fellowship trained dedicated

paediatric orthopaedic surgeons; hence most patients end up

being treated by 'general orthopedic surgeons' who have a

variable experience in treating this condition. Most of them

have learned to treat DDH by default and hardly any by


